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Location/Geography

❖ Setting: America, 1962
➢ Japanese-controlled San 

Francisco, the Rocky 
Mountain States 

❖ America is split up into two 
main regions 
➢ The Pacific States
➢ Greater Nazi Reich
➢ Neutral Zone

  



Location/Geography

Pacific States vs. Reich West Coast vs. East Coast



Location/Geography



Technological Control
❏ The Germans and Japanese uses technology against its people to create a 

totalitarian dystopia.
❏ These governments control the contact zones of the society where 

national identity is formed and in turn oppress its people..
❏ “2) the ideological tension between tradition and modernity which is necessary to the 

founding of nation-states; 3) the entropy of modernization, which is intrinsic to the 
development process; and 4) the international field of ideas and models of civilization, 
science and development, that forms part of what could be called the civilizing horizon of 
nation-states” (Lomnitz 8)

❏ The book mentions much less of the German Reich compared to the Japanese 
Pacific States.
❏ Show is more even.



Technological Divide
❏ Hydrogen Bombs
❏ Supersonic Nazi jets
❏ Space colonization

❏ Moon, Mars, Venus

❏ No television
❏ In the television show there are TV’s but 

they are heavily censored

❏ Rotary phones
❏ Antique weapons emphasized

❏ I Ching 
❏ Real 9th century B.C chinese classic 

divination text
❏ Book of Changes





Significant Cultural Distinctions in Dick’s novel 
❖ Germany

➢ Hitler and Nazism 
➢ “Heil Hitler” salute
➢ Belief System: Hitler’s ideology

■ Those who do not contribute to 
idea of the perfect society are 
exterminated  

❖ Japan
➢ I Ching 
➢ Bowing
➢ Belief System: Buddhism

■ Peace and respect



Culture of Evil In The Man in the High Castle
Japanese Pacific States

❖ Book
➢ Mr. Tagomi’s guilt over killing a man 
➢ Japan is not spoken of negatively like 

Germany is 

❖ TV Series
➢ Portrayed as more peaceful 

■ All their dealings seem to happen 
without a lot of people around to 
maintain this image

➢ Juliana appreciates their culture 



Culture of Evil In The Man in the High Castle
The Reich 

❖ Book
➢ Not mentioned often because setting is 

almost entirely in Japanese controlled 
territories 

➢ Considered evil because of what they do to 
other people (Africans, Jews, etc.) 

➢ Operation Dandelion 
❖ TV Series 

➢ Portrayed as extremely evil 
➢ The stereotypical “Germans” we see in all 

WW2 movies 
➢ Torture, brainwashing, and manipulation

https://youtu.be/dDCyEvV6aAE?t=34m


Culture’s influence on Identity 
❖ This is a dystopian setting 
❖ Naturally there is hatred of the 

oppressors 
❖ Why does this happen? 

➢ Controlled by people with a radically 
different culture 

➢ Oppressed Americans who have lost 
their identity 

❖ There will always be mistrust of a ruler 
who is not allowing the people to 
maintain their national identity 



The Nazi Obsession with Race
● Believed that racial purity was the key to a utopian society
● Based on eugenics and other pseudosciences
● Aryans and non-Aryans
● Racial hygiene- forced sterilization and extermination



Lebensborn Program
● Goal was to increase Aryan birthrate
● Started out as welfare program for SS wives and unmarried women who were 

considered “racially valuable”
● Mediated adoption of aryan children to German families

○ Children forcibly kidnapped and adopted

● Joe is “lebensborn”



Religion in The Man in the High Castle
● Western forms of religion outlawed

○ Judaism and Christianity
○ The Grasshopper Lies Heavy - 

Hawthorne Abendsen (I Ching)
■ Parallelled with the Bible 

(outlawed) 
● Provides faith and hope for 

a better (real?) world 

● The religious practices presented 
help highlight the evil nature of the 
Greater Nazi Reich while the 
Japanese Empire is presented as 
more tolerant and less evil

Ecclesiastes 12:5 - “they are afraid also of what is high, and terrors 
are in the way; the almond tree blossoms, the grasshopper drags 
itself along, and desire fails, because man is going to his eternal 
home, and the mourners go about the streets—”



The Greater Nazi Reich

● No denominational religion
■ Worship of the state 

(community) 
■ Worship of the Fuhrer, Hitler

○ Portrayed as evil
■ Blind worship of a man
■ Extremely intolerant 
■ Rigidity to power structure



Japanese Pacific States
● Shinto and Buddhist

■ I Ching
● I Ching presented as a sort of 

religious practice, is tied to 
positive outcomes in contrast to 
conventional forms of religion 
being tied to negative or evil 
outcomes

○ Frank Frink, Juliana, Mr. 
Tagomi 

■ Meditation
○ Portrayed in a more positive light than Nazis

■ Religious practice
■ More tolerant of other beliefs
■ Fluid hierarchy of power



Portrayal of Disabilities and Their Effects
❖ Ed vs. Thomas

➢ Ed is allowed to live and have a productive 
life. Thomas is killed.

❖ Treatment of women who cannot conceive
❖ In the series, Hitler has a disability, but 

goes to great lengths to portray himself as 
perfect. Any disability is considered 
heinous. 

❖ Harsh questioning of Juliana when her 
scars are noticed

❖ Ed’s grandfather in Pacific States

  



Portrayal of Disabilities and Their Effects
❖ Reich

➢ Trip to Mars
➢ Control vast portion of the world

❖ Pacific States
➢ Economically behind 10 years
➢ Militarily behind because they do not have an atomic bomb

❖ Insinuating that to be powerful, you must be cruel
❖ Characters always talking about the power of Nazis in relation to those they 

have killed
➢ “No more useless eaters” “No more Poles or Slavs”

❖ In society today, disabled people are not killed, however they do face 
inequality



Gender Roles
● Women play secondary characters

○ Exception of Juliana

● Women don’t have high authority 
positions - inferior roles

● Reich
○ Role is to birth children and as a 

housewife
○ Status by husbands position

● Pacific States-
○ Asked for sexual favors in return for 

employment

● Society imposed box of women's 
duties



Juliana’s Character: Book vs. TV Series
● Book-

○ Beautiful and mysterious
○ Willfully ignorant quality

■ Skeptical of Joe Cinnadella but 
chooses to still go on a road trip with 
him once shopping is mentioned

● TV Series-
○ More depth and motivation
○ Progratonist of the series
○ Gender stereotype - love triangle
○ Makes decisions using emotions - very 

feminine 

● Character Development 


